How to podcast, faster

With growing pressure to create popular content, podcast producers need more time to curate great episodes. Speed up production and get to the final cut with Trint. Bring together key soundbites, put them in order and play back easily - without using any editing software.

1. All your key moments in one Story
   *Transcribe, script and organize all your key quotes in one place*

   - Highlight key moments and soundbites from multiple transcripts
   - Play it back to get a feel for the narrative
   - Start scripting directly in Trint
2. Easily keep track of progress

Segment projects, instantly share work with other content creators and never double up

- Easily searchable and editable transcripts
- Add comments and notes to share with audio editors and producers
- Share or add to a Workspace to make sure everyone who needs access, gets it

3. Keep work moving

Make distribution simple - easily pull audio for your podcasts, social clips, or digital marketing

- Grab time-coded selects fast
- Export into post-production formats like EDL and XML
- Quickly create sequences clips in programs like Adobe, Logic Pro and Avid

About Trint

Trint unlocks the power of speech. Our platform uses A.I. to automatically transcribe audio and video, making it easy to find the moments that matter. We connect teams for seamless, fast and secure content creation.